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Yeah, reviewing a ebook hard love the hacker series book 5 the hacker series book 5 could ensue your close friends listings. This is just one of
the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, ability does not suggest that you have fantastic points.
Comprehending as with ease as arrangement even more than supplementary will offer each success. neighboring to, the publication as without
difficulty as acuteness of this hard love the hacker series book 5 the hacker series book 5 can be taken as competently as picked to act.

On My Knees - Meredith Wild 2014-03
Haunted by the responsibility of caring for her troubled family, Maya
Jacobs gave the only answer she could when Cameron asked her to
marry him. Years later, entrenched in a soulless professional routine, she
distracts herself from the lingering regret of her decision with a "work
hard, play hard" lifestyle that guarantees no man will ever find his way
into her heart again. Cameron Bridge has spent the past five years
married to the military, trying to escape the painful memory of losing
Maya. After fighting his own war in the desert, he starts a new life in
New York City, with his siblings, Olivia and Darren, by his side. When
fate brings Maya back to him in the heart of a city filled with its own
hopes and shadows, can Cameron find the girl he once loved in the
woman she's become?
Into the Fire - Meredith Wild 2016-06-21
Editorial Reviews "The ultra-sexy second book in Meredith Wild's Bridge
series will hook both fans of the series and newcomers...This steamy
modern romance had us fanning ourselves." -iBooks Editors’ Notes "An
emotionally charged and wickedly heated story..." -Never Ending Book
Basket "With twists and turns demanding my attention, it was no
surprise I finished this story in one-sitting. Leave it to Meredith to keep
the pace fast and the chemistry sweltering." -Heroes and Heartbreakers
"I wish I could give this more than FIVE STARS!" -Reading is Our
Satisfaction Blog "Amazing, awesome, stunning and beautiful, this book
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will have you on your knees and consume you." -Book-Lover Book Blog
"With her heartfelt and steamy prose, Ms. Wild will have her readers
feeling the heat as Darren and Vanessa’s love will be ringing the alarm."
-Four Chicks Flipping Books "Holy hot damn! Lock up your daughters
because Darren Bridge is on the prowl. " -A Book Lover's Emporium Book
Blog "Into the Fire is a must read for 2016!" -Momma Knows Books "As
always Meredith takes you on an emotional rollercoaster ride and makes
you fall deeply in love with these characters." -Badass Betties Book Blog
"A fun and sexy read that will breathe some fresh life into your summer
reading lineup..." -The Romance Reviews "This book was so so so worth
the wait." -AC Book Blog Synopsis Darren Bridge is living a bachelor’s
dream. When he’s not running into burning buildings with his crew, he’s
training the flavor of the week at his brother’s gym. Few women have
ever been off limits...until Vanessa. Smart, beautiful, and legs for days,
she’s unlike anyone he’s ever met. Too bad he’s sworn to leave her alone.
Overworked with no end in sight, Vanessa Hawkins hasn’t had a vacation
in nearly two years. When Cameron and Maya’s destination wedding
takes her out of the office for a much-needed break, she finds herself
struggling to resist her attraction to the best man. Darren is dangerously
good-looking with enough charm to make any hot-blooded woman want
to drop her panties and enjoy the ride, no matter how long it lasts. When
they return to the city, Darren realizes the single life has lost its
glimmer. But with everything else on her plate, Vanessa doesn’t have
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room in her life for a man, let alone a player. Can Darren find his way
into her heart and convince her that he’s worth the risk?
Oxford Reading Circle (New Ed.) Primer - Nicholas Horsburgh
2008-10-31
Hard Rules - Lisa Renee Jones 2016-08-09
Wall Street meets the Sons of Anarchy in Hard Rules, the smoldering,
scorching first novel in the explosively sexy new Dirty Money series from
New York Times bestselling author Lisa Renee Jones. How bad do you
want it? The only man within the Brandon empire with a moral compass,
Shane Brandon is ready to take his family’s business dealings legitimate.
His reckless and ruthless brother, Derek wants to keep Brandon
Enterprises cemented in lies, deceit, and corruption. But the harder
Shane fights to pull the company back into the light, the darker he has to
become. Then he meets Emily Stevens, a woman who not only stirs a
voracious sexual need in him, but becomes the only thing anchoring him
between good and evil. Emily is consumed by Shane, pushed sexually in
ways she never dreamed of, falling deeper into the all-encompassing
passion that is this man. She trusts him. He trusts her, but therein lies
the danger. Emily has a secret, the very thing that brought her to him in
the first place, and that secret could destroy them both. This is book
ONE of FOUR in Shane and Emily's story. Excerpt from Hard Rules
(Dirty Money book #1) His hand curls around mine and he drags it to his
knee, and the way he’s looking at me, like the rest of the room, no, the
rest of the world, doesn’t exist, steals my breath. I haven’t allowed
anyone to really look at me in a very long time. “Emily,” he says, doing
whatever he does to turn my name into a sin that seduces rather than
destroys me. “Shane,” I manage, but just barely. “Did you say yes to
dinner because you didn’t want to be alone?” I am not sure where he is
going with this, if it’s about reading me or if he needs validation that I
am here for him, so I give him both. “I like being alone,” I say, and on
some level, it really is true. “I said yes to dinner because you are the one
who asked.” My lips curve. “Actually you barely asked. You mostly
ordered.” “I couldn’t let you say no.” “I’m actually really glad you didn’t.”
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“And yet you say you like being alone?” “It’s simple and without
complication.” “Spoken like someone who’s lived the opposite side of the
coin.” “Haven’t we all?” “Who burned you, Emily?” I blanch but recover
with a quick, “Who says anyone burned me?” “I see it in your eyes.”
“Back to my eyes,” I say. “Yes. Back to your eyes.” “Stop looking.” “I
can’t.” Those two words sizzle, matching the heat in his eyes, and my
throat goes dry. “Then stop asking so many questions.” He reaches up,
brushing hair behind my ear, his fingers grazing my cheek, and suddenly
he is closer, his breath a tease on my cheek, his fingers settling on my
jaw. “What if I want to know more about you?” “What if I don’t want to
talk?” “Are you suggesting I shut up and kiss you?” Yes, I think. Please.
But instead I say, “I don’t know. I haven’t interviewed you as you have
me. I know nothing about you. I want to know if you—” He leans in, and
then his lips are on mine, a caress, a tease, that is there and gone, and
yet I am rocked to the core, a wave of warmth sliding down my neck and
over my breasts. He lingers, his breath fanning my lips, promising
another touch I both need and want, as he asks, “You want to know if I
what?” Everything. “Nothing.”
Hard Limit - Meredith Wild 2015-04-07
Blake Landon is a man who has everything-wealth, good looks, and the
love of Erica Hathaway. The power couple has been through hell and
back, and when life has torn them apart, somehow they have always
found their way back to each other, more in love and stronger than ever.
Erica has never been more ready to say I do. On the verge of making the
ultimate commitment, she uncovers an unsettling chapter of Blake's
history. As she makes peace with her own past and the family who left
her behind, she presses Blake to tear down the last walls between them.
Determined to know the man he once was, she opens a door to a world
beyond her wildest imagination-a world that has her questioning the
limits of her own desires. As danger lurks and dark secrets come to light,
will the past destroy their promise of forever?
Blood of Zeus - Meredith Wild 2020-08-25
An ancient grudge. A forbidden love. The only thing worse than being a
demon is being a Valari. As an undergraduate at Los Angeles’s Alameda
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University, Kara Valari can sometimes succeed at forgetting she’s both.
Lost between the pages of the classics and tucked into the shadows of
lecture halls, she can dodge the paparazzi’s lenses as well as her family’s
publicized dramas—not to mention their private expectations. She has
one more year to feed her true passions. Then she’ll be expected to fulfill
a much darker destiny. Cursed with inexplicable strength and godlike
stature, literature professor Maximus Kane knows all about darkness.
Every day he’s reminded of the missteps of his childhood and the
devastating consequences they’ve had on those dearest to him. To atone,
Maximus spends his nights alone and his days submerged in the quiet life
of academia. His existence has become a study in control, and he’s
become a master at it—until Kara Valari walks into his toughest course.
Viscerally, Kara’s everything he craves. Logically, she’s everything he
rejects. She’s a starlet of privilege. She’s also a student. And after one
touch, he can’t deny that she’s awakened something in him that may
never go dormant. Nothing about her makes sense, but everything about
her feels right. Especially in the deepest strands of his DNA, which are
still shadows of mystery to him—a mystery Kara seems determined to
uncover. She’s Hollywood royalty. She’s forbidden fruit. And he’s pretty
sure she could be the answer to everything.
City Spies - James Ponti 2021-01-26
A New York Times bestseller! A GMA3 Summer Reading Squad
Selection! “Ingeniously plotted, and a grin-inducing delight.” —People
“Will keep young readers glued to the page…So when do I get the
sequel?” —Beth McMullen, author of Mrs. Smith’s Spy School for Girls In
this thrilling new series that Stuart Gibbs called “a must-read,” Edgar
Award winner James Ponti brings together five kids from all over the
world and transforms them into real-life spies—perfect for fans of Spy
School and Mrs. Smith’s Spy School for Girls. Sara Martinez is a hacker.
She recently broke into the New York City foster care system to expose
her foster parents as cheats and lawbreakers. However, instead of being
hailed as a hero, Sara finds herself facing years in a juvenile detention
facility and banned from using computers for the same stretch of time.
Enter Mother, a British spy who not only gets Sara released from jail but
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also offers her a chance to make a home for herself within a secret MI6
agency. Operating out of a base in Scotland, the City Spies are five kids
from various parts of the world. When they’re not attending the local
boarding school, they’re honing their unique skills, such as sleight of
hand, breaking and entering, observation, and explosives. All of these
allow them to go places in the world of espionage where adults can’t.
Before she knows what she’s doing, Sara is heading to Paris for an
international youth summit, hacking into a rival school’s computer to
prevent them from winning a million euros, dangling thirty feet off the
side of a building, and trying to stop a villain…all while navigating the
complex dynamics of her new team. No one said saving the world was
easy…
The Price of Success - Maya Blake 2020-09-01
Owner of the Espiritu racing team, tycoon Marco de Cervantes thinks he
knows exactly what’s going on inside Sasha Fleming’s pretty little head...
She’s clearly not above using her wide-eyed beauty and tempting curves
to become Espiritu’s first female racing driver. The infuriating thing is —
she’s the best driver around! Marco’s willing to reap any rewards...on
and off the track...but he couldn’t be more wrong about Sasha. Unlike
the socialites that flock round him she has no interest in being a
billionaire’s trophy wife — and she wills her body to prove this to him.
But success always comes at a price! Mills & Boon Modern — Escape to
exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
Don't Turn Around - Michelle Gagnon 2012-08-28
In Michelle Gagnon’s debut YA thriller, Don’t Turn Around, computer
hacker Noa Torson is as smart, tough, and complex as The Girl with the
Dragon Tattoo’s Lisbeth Salander. The first in a trilogy, Don’t Turn
Around’s intricate plot and heart-pounding action will leave readers
desperate for book two. Sixteen-year-old Noa has been a victim of the
system ever since her parents died. Now living off the grid and trusting
no one, she uses her hacking skills to stay anonymous and alone. But
when she wakes up on a table in a warehouse with an IV in her arm and
no memory of how she got there, Noa starts to wish she had someone on
her side. Enter Peter Gregory. A rich kid and the leader of a hacker
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alliance, Peter needs people with Noa’s talents on his team. Especially
after a shady corporation threatens his life in no uncertain terms. But
what Noa and Peter don’t realize is that Noa holds the key to a terrible
secret, and there are those who’d stop at nothing to silence her for good.
Hardpressed - Meredith Wild 2015-04-07
In HARDPRESSED, the highly anticipated second book of the Hacker
Series that began with Hardwired, Blake and Erica face threats that put
both their love and their lives on the line. Despite Blake Landon's
controlling ways, the young and wealthy hacker finally won the trust of
the woman he loves. Internet entrepreneur Erica Hathaway broke down
the walls that kept her from opening her heart and her business to Blake.
Ready to start this new chapter in her life, Erica is determined not to let
anything come between them, even if that means giving Blake back some
of the control he craves in and out of the bedroom. But when demons
from her past threaten their future, Erica makes a decision that could
change their lives forever.
Sandworm - Andy Greenberg 2020-10-20
"With the nuance of a reporter and the pace of a thriller writer, Andy
Greenberg gives us a glimpse of the cyberwars of the future while at the
same time placing his story in the long arc of Russian and Ukrainian
history." —Anne Applebaum, bestselling author of Twilight of Democracy
The true story of the most devastating act of cyberwarfare in history and
the desperate hunt to identify and track the elite Russian agents behind
it: "[A] chilling account of a Kremlin-led cyberattack, a new front in
global conflict" (Financial Times). In 2014, the world witnessed the start
of a mysterious series of cyberattacks. Targeting American utility
companies, NATO, and electric grids in Eastern Europe, the strikes grew
ever more brazen. They culminated in the summer of 2017, when the
malware known as NotPetya was unleashed, penetrating, disrupting, and
paralyzing some of the world's largest businesses—from drug
manufacturers to software developers to shipping companies. At the
attack's epicenter in Ukraine, ATMs froze. The railway and postal
systems shut down. Hospitals went dark. NotPetya spread around the
world, inflicting an unprecedented ten billion dollars in damage—the
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largest, most destructive cyberattack the world had ever seen. The
hackers behind these attacks are quickly gaining a reputation as the
most dangerous team of cyberwarriors in history: a group known as
Sandworm. Working in the service of Russia's military intelligence
agency, they represent a persistent, highly skilled force, one whose
talents are matched by their willingness to launch broad, unrestrained
attacks on the most critical infrastructure of their adversaries. They
target government and private sector, military and civilians alike. A
chilling, globe-spanning detective story, Sandworm considers the danger
this force poses to our national security and stability. As the Kremlin's
role in foreign government manipulation comes into greater focus,
Sandworm exposes the realities not just of Russia's global digital
offensive, but of an era where warfare ceases to be waged on the
battlefield. It reveals how the lines between digital and physical conflict,
between wartime and peacetime, have begun to blur—with worldshaking implications.
Larkspur Cove (The Shores of Moses Lake Book #1) - Lisa Wingate
2011-02-01
Adventure is the last thing on Andrea Henderson's mind when she moves
to Moses Lake. After surviving the worst year of her life, she's struggling
to build a new life for herself and her son as a social worker. Perhaps in
doing a job that makes a difference, she can find some sense of purpose
and solace in her shattered faith. For new Moses Lake game warden
Mart McClendon, finding a sense of purpose in life isn't an issue. He took
the job to get out of southwest Texas and the constant reminders of a
tragedy for which he can't forgive himself. But when a little girl is seen
with the town recluse, Mart and Andrea are drawn together in the search
for her identity. The little girl offers them both a new chance at
redemption and hope--and may bring them closer than either ever
planned.
Design for Hackers - David Kadavy 2011-08-08
Discover the techniques behind beautiful design by deconstructing
designs to understand them The term 'hacker' has been redefined to
consist of anyone who has an insatiable curiosity as to how things
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work—and how they can try to make them better. This book is aimed at
hackers of all skill levels and explains the classical principles and
techniques behind beautiful designs by deconstructing those designs in
order to understand what makes them so remarkable. Author and
designer David Kadavy provides you with the framework for
understanding good design and places a special emphasis on interactive
mediums. You'll explore color theory, the role of proportion and
geometry in design, and the relationship between medium and form.
Packed with unique reverse engineering design examples, this book
inspires and encourages you to discover and create new beauty in a
variety of formats. Breaks down and studies the classical principles and
techniques behind the creation of beautiful design Illustrates cultural
and contextual considerations in communicating to a specific audience
Discusses why design is important, the purpose of design, the various
constraints of design, and how today's fonts are designed with the screen
in mind Dissects the elements of color, size, scale, proportion, medium,
and form Features a unique range of examples, including the graffiti in
the ancient city of Pompeii, the lack of the color black in Monet's art, the
style and sleekness of the iPhone, and more By the end of this book,
you'll be able to apply the featured design principles to your own web
designs, mobile apps, or other digital work.
Risky Love - Stacey Kennedy 2019-08-14
USA Today bestselling author Stacey Kennedy is back with the thrilling
and emotional conclusion of the Dirty Hacker duet about a hacker who
doesn't back down on a case, a sexy CIA agent who is more than a little
overprotective, and two slightly reluctant but perfectly matched
hearts.Tracking a killer is the last thing hacker Alex McCoy expected out
of her vacation to New York, but after rekindling her one-time romance
with sexy CIA Agent Rowan Hawke, she can't refuse his request for help.
Waiting for a break in the case proves to be more challenging than Alex
expected, especially because it gives her too much time to think about
her growing feelings for Rowan. Feelings she would much rather write
off as the intensely hot chemistry between them. Rowan knows that Alex
has a lot of emotional baggage, but every day as they work together, he
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becomes more certain she's the woman for him. Unfortunately, Rowan's
instinct to protect her is put to the test when secrets come to light and
Alex throws herself in the line of fire to help Rowan solve the case. As
Rowan falls deeper for Alex, he must open up about his past and give her
the chance to prove that she's the right partner-in work and in life.Alex
and Rowan are up against a powerful perpetrator, with only their
courage and their love for each other to help them through. But Alex's
choice to run head-first into danger might be the one thing that breaks
them apart...permanently.
The Adjalane Sheikhs - Leslie North
Book One: The Sheikh's Secret Bride Work always comes first for Sheikh
Nassir Adjalane. From an early age, he learned business was infinitely
more important than having a personal life. But with pressure from an
opponent on his board, Nassir suddenly has only one month to marry, or
risk being voted out of his company. With everything he's worked toward
on the line, Nassir desperately needs a bride…and only one woman will
do. Wedding planner Janna Davis never imagined she'd be summoned to
the Middle East to plan Sheikh Nassir's nuptials. But the outrageous sum
he's offered will finally give her what she needs to stand on her own two
feet. As the planning gets underway, Janna is put off by Nassir's
businesslike manner, but she can't deny his appeal. No matter what she's
feeling though, Janna has a job to do. Janna values her independence and
refuses to fall for a soon-to-be married man, but what will happen when
she learns that she is Nassir's intended bride? Book Two: The Sheikh's
Stubborn Bride Sheikh Adilan Adjalane has always felt he has a lot to
prove…and that's why he always wins. As the youngest in his hugely
successful family, it's not easy to live in his older brother's shadow. So
when he sees a chance get back his father's land, the former Olympian
will fight to earn his place at the top of the family real estate business.
But with an older brother who'll stop at nothing and a beautiful, feisty
American landowner who refuses to sell, Adilan is struggling to
remember that he always fights fair. Teacher Michelle Reynolds has
always wanted to see the world, and it doesn't take long for her to fall in
love with the Middle East. She's always been open to compromise, but
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when Adilan Adjalane offers her cash for her land, Michelle refuses.
She's determined to build a sanctuary on her mother's land, just as she
promised. Besides, she's been warned about the Adjalanes. Adilan may
be devastatingly handsome, but she knows he comes from a family of
heartbreakers. With the stakes getting higher and their attraction
growing, will Adilan have to sacrifice his ethics to earn his place in the
family business, or is Michelle more important than winning? Book
Three: The Sheikh's Reluctant American Banished Sheikh Malid Adjalane
has no interest in returning to the family business under the watchful eye
of his controlling father. But if Malid doesn't agree to take on a tough
deal, he won't be allowed into the palace to see his dying mother. With
no other choice, Malid finds himself deep in negotiations with the largest
oil producer in the world. He expected hard work, but he never could
have prepared himself for the gorgeous, ambitious woman on the other
end of this business deal. Nigella Michaels works hard for her father's oil
company, but she still has a lot to prove. It's a masculine industry, and
with her dad about to retire, this deal could be just what she needs to
show him once and for all that she's the right person to continue his
legacy. She's always worked well with others, and this should be no
exception. But not even her meticulous research could have prepared
Nigella for the instant attraction she has with Malid. After so many years
on his own, it won't be easy for Malid to put up with his father's terms.
But with Nigella's help, perhaps they'll both learn to balance the weight
of their family with their own desires.
Keep Me Safe - Maya Banks 2014-10-07
A sizzling story of a woman who risks her life and her heart to find a
wealthy man’s missing sister—the first novel in a sexy new romantic
suspense series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Maya Banks
When Caleb Devereaux's younger sister is kidnapped, this scion of a
powerful and wealthy family turns to an unlikely source for help: a
beautiful and sensitive woman with a gift for finding answers others
cannot. While Ramie can connect to victims and locate them by feeling
their pain, her ability comes with a price. Every time she uses it, it costs
her a piece of herself. Helping the infuriatingly attractive and impatient
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Caleb successfully find his sister nearly destroys her. Even though his
sexual intensity draws her like a magnet, she needs to get as far away
from him as she can. Deeply remorseful for the pain he’s caused, Caleb is
determined to make things right. But just when he thinks Ramie's
vanished forever, she reappears. She’s in trouble and she needs his help.
Now, Caleb will do risk everything to protect her—including his heart. . .
.
Permanent Record - Edward Snowden 2019-09-17
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Edward Snowden, the man who risked
everything to expose the US government’s system of mass surveillance,
reveals for the first time the story of his life, including how he helped to
build that system and what motivated him to try to bring it down. In
2013, twenty-nine-year-old Edward Snowden shocked the world when he
broke with the American intelligence establishment and revealed that the
United States government was secretly pursuing the means to collect
every single phone call, text message, and email. The result would be an
unprecedented system of mass surveillance with the ability to pry into
the private lives of every person on earth. Six years later, Snowden
reveals for the very first time how he helped to build this system and why
he was moved to expose it. Spanning the bucolic Beltway suburbs of his
childhood and the clandestine CIA and NSA postings of his adulthood,
Permanent Record is the extraordinary account of a bright young man
who grew up online—a man who became a spy, a whistleblower, and, in
exile, the Internet’s conscience. Written with wit, grace, passion, and an
unflinching candor, Permanent Record is a crucial memoir of our digital
age and destined to be a classic.
Hardline - Meredith Wild 2015-04-07
Software mogul Blake Landon has met his match in headstrong Erica
Hathaway. While his controlling nature and her independent spirit
continue to battle, Blake has no intention of letting her out of his life
again. Erica has given Blake her trust and her love, determined that they
will conquer any challenges together. But when he demands more and
tests the boundaries of her commitment, she is forced to face the dark
desires he's kept hidden. As their bonds grow tighter, their enemies close
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in. With Erica's start-up in danger, Blake's frustration grows as he tries
to protect her from those who would ruin her only to get to him. Can
their relationship survive when Blake's enemies cross the line and
threaten more than her livelihood?
Hardwired - Meredith Wild 2015-04-07
Determined to overcome a difficult past, Erica Hathaway learns early on
to make it on her own. Days after her college graduation, she finds
herself face to face with a panel of investors who will make or break her
fledgling start-up website. The only thing she didn't prepare for was
going weak in the knees over an arrogant and gorgeous investor who
seems determined to derail her plans. Billionaire and rumoured hacker
Blake Landon has already made his fortune in software, and he’s used to
getting what he wants. Captivated by Erica’s drive and unassuming
beauty, he’s wanted nothing more than to possess her since she stepped
into his boardroom. Determined to win her over, he breaks down her
defences and fights for her trust, even if it means sacrificing a level of
control he’s grown accustomed to. But when Blake uncovers a dark
secret from Erica’s past, he threatens not just her trust, but the life she’s
fought so hard to create. The perfect new addiction for fans of Fifty
Shades of Grey and Sylvia Day's Bared To You series.
Love Hacked - Penny Reid 2014-03-03
There are three things you need to know about Sandra Fielding: 1) She
makes all her first dates cry, 2) She hasn't been kissed in over two years,
and 3) She knows how to knit. Sandra has difficulty removing her
psychotherapist hat. Of her last 30 dates, 29 have ended the same way:
the man sobbing uncontrollably. After one such disaster, Sandra gives in
to a seemingly harmless encounter with her hot waiter, Alex.
Argumentative, secretive, and hostile Alex may be the opposite of
everything Sandra knows is right for her. But now, the girl who has spent
all her life helping others change for the better, must find a way to cope
with falling for someone who refuses to change at all. Love Hacked is
book #3 in the Knitting in the City series. Each book is a standalone, full
length (110k words), contemporary romantic comedy novel, and follows
the misadventures and exploits of seven friends in Chicago, all members
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of the same knitting group.
Dominated - Maya Banks 2016
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Breathless Trilogy
andMastered, comes Dominated, the second novel in the Enforcers
seriesa bold new direction in erotic romance that explores the games
men and women play, and the price they're willing to pay for pleasure.
Coming February 2016: The Enforcers Book III: Kept
The Hacker - Anna Hackett 2021-10-08
She's accidentally pregnant and someone is trying to kill her...and now
her one-night-stand is her fierce protector. Helicopter pilot Maggie
Lopez is focused on building her helicopter and drone photography
business-and she has the loans to prove it. She takes one night off to
trade her jeans for a designer dress, and attend a fancy gala...and ends
up spending a very steamy night with her panty-melting crush-Ace
Oliveira. He's tall, sexy, and the guru of all things tech at Norcross
Security. She wasn't supposed to fall in lust, or fall in love, and she really
wasn't supposed to fall pregnant. Ace Oliveira's life is just how he likes it.
After years protecting his country at the NSA, he now puts his special
computer and hacking skills to good use at Norcross Security. He gets
paid well. Has good friends. Enjoys the hell out of his carefree bachelor
lifestyle. Relationships and kids are not on the cards for him-ever. He has
his reasons. But then feisty, saucy Maggie-who snuck out of his bed like a
thief-drops a bombshell. Before they can even process the surprise
pregnancy, it becomes clear someone is trying to kill Maggie. A series of
deadly accidents are all centered on her, and Ace will do whatever it
takes to keep her safe. With the men of Norcross at his side, he'll track
down a killer, fight his own demons, and convince skittish, independent
Maggie to fall in love with her baby's daddy. ***Each book in this actionpacked romance series can be read as a standalone.
Deleted - Ruth Mitchell 2020-01-07
When technophobe Lucy learns to mindhack, her brilliant crush becomes
her boyfriend, they solve small crimes, and she's deleted from his
memory-and everyone else's. Now if a mysterious young hacker finds
her, he will wipe out her memories-or worse. Lucy must stop him, or no
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one will know that minds can be hacked and lives rewritten.
Spellhacker - M. K. England 2020-01-21
From the author of The Disasters, this genre-bending YA fantasy heist
story is perfect for fans of Marie Lu and Amie Kaufman. In Kyrkarta,
magic—known as maz—was once a freely available natural resource.
Then an earthquake released a magical plague, killing thousands and
opening the door for a greedy corporation to make maz a commodity
that’s tightly controlled—and, of course, outrageously expensive. Which
is why Diz and her three best friends run a highly lucrative, highly illegal
maz siphoning gig on the side. Their next job is supposed to be their last
heist ever. But when their plan turns up a powerful new strain of maz
that (literally) blows up in their faces, they’re driven to unravel a
conspiracy at the very center of the spellplague—and possibly save the
world. No pressure.
Hacker Series Box Set - Meredith Wild 2019-04-05
Devour all five books in the addictive #1 New York Times bestselling
series that's sold over a million copies worldwide, perfect "for those who
love Fifty Shades." (Heroes and Heartbreakers) Hardwired Erica
Hathaway has had to work hard her whole life-first when she lost her
parents and then to prove herself in the male-dominated tech world. The
only thing she didn't prepare for was billionaire and rumored hacker
Blake Landon. He's sexy, intimidating, and determined to win her over.
But when Blake uncovers a dark secret from Erica's past, even he may
not be able to protect her. Hardpressed Erica has broken down the walls
that kept her from opening her heart and her business to Blake, and
she's determined not to let anything come between them. But when
demons from her past threaten their future, Erica makes a decision that
could change their lives forever. Hardline Erica has given Blake her trust
and her love, and he has no intention of letting her out of his life again.
But when he tests the boundaries of her commitment, she is forced to
face the dark desires he's kept hidden. As their bonds grow stronger,
their enemies are closing in. With Erica's company in danger, Blake must
protect her from those who would ruin her only to get to him. Hard Limit
When life has torn them apart, Blake and Erica have always found their
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way back to each other, deeper in love and stronger than ever. But on
the verge of making the ultimate commitment, Erica uncovers an
unsettling chapter of Blake's history. As danger lurks and dark secrets
come to light, will the past destroy their promise of forever? Hard Love
Just when Blake and Erica think their troubles are safely behind them,
Blake finds himself at the center of a massive scandal, haunted by the
transgressions of his hacker past. But when he defies the authorities and
refuses to seek the truth, will he let his past win? Or can Erica convince
him that their life together is worth fighting for-now more than ever?
Breaking Free - Adrienne Giordano 2017-04-25
Hackers & Painters - Paul Graham 2004-05-18
The author examines issues such as the rightness of web-based
applications, the programming language renaissance, spam filtering, the
Open Source Movement, Internet startups and more. He also tells
important stories about the kinds of people behind technical innovations,
revealing their character and their craft.
Hard Love - Meredith Wild 2015-09-15
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Meredith Wild... Days after
their wedding, Blake and Erica Landon embark on their honeymoon-a
journey that deepens their bond and promises to fade the scars of their
past. Just when their troubles seem safely behind them, scandal
surrounding would-be Governor Daniel Fitzgerald's election threatens
their newfound peace. Back home, Blake finds himself at the center of
the controversy, haunted by the transgressions of his hacker past that he
has no wish to relive. With Blake's freedom at stake and their future in
peril, Erica will stop at nothing to clear his name. But when Blake defies
the authorities and refuses to seek the truth, their world gradually
begins to crumble. Will he let his past win? Or can Erica convince him
that their life together is worth fighting for-now more than ever... More
in the Hacker series: HARDWIRED HARDPRESSED HARDLINE HARD
LIMIT
What the Heck Is EOS? - Gino Wickman 2017-09-05
Has your company struggled to roll EOS out to all levels of your
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organization? Do your employees understand why EOS is important or
even what it is? What the Heck is EOS? is for the millions of employees in
companies running their businesses on EOS (Entrepreneurial Operating
System). An easy and fast read, this book answers the questions many
employees have about EOS and their company: • What is an operating
system? • What is EOS and why is my company using it? • What are the
EOS foundational tools and how do they impact me? • What's in it for
me? Designed to engage employees in the EOS process and tools, What
the Heck is EOS? uses simple, straightforward language and provides
questions about each tool for managers and employees to discuss
creating more ownership and buy-in at the staff level. After reading this
book, employees will not only have a better understanding of EOS but
they will be more engaged, taking an active role in helping achieve your
company's vision.
The Hacker - Renee Rose 2021-09-28
SHE BETRAYED MY FAMILY--I WILL MAKE HER PAY. The sweet
redhead in our building isn’t as innocent as we thought. She brought a
Fed into our circle. Got my twin brother shot. Now she will pay. I’m
putting her in charge of nursing him back to health. If he dies, she dies.
That’s what I told her, anyway. Of course I wouldn’t actually harm her.
Our beautiful neighbor is already under my skin. But that won’t stop me
from punishing her then touching her in all the ways I vowed I wouldn’t.
She’s ruined my peace. Become a distraction I can’t afford. I want to
keep her under my control... I need to keep her out of my heart.
The Bromance Book Club - Lyssa Kay Adams 2019-11-05
The first rule of book club: You don't talk about book club. Nashville
Legends second baseman Gavin Scott's marriage is in major league
trouble. He’s recently discovered a humiliating secret: his wife Thea has
always faked the Big O. When he loses his cool at the revelation, it’s the
final straw on their already strained relationship. Thea asks for a divorce,
and Gavin realizes he’s let his pride and fear get the better of him.
Welcome to the Bromance Book Club. Distraught and desperate, Gavin
finds help from an unlikely source: a secret romance book club made up
of Nashville's top alpha men. With the help of their current read, a
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steamy Regency titled Courting the Countess, the guys coach Gavin on
saving his marriage. But it'll take a lot more than flowery words and
grand gestures for this hapless Romeo to find his inner hero and win
back the trust of his wife.
In His Keeping - Maya Banks 2015-01-27
#1 bestselling author Maya Banks continues her suspenseful and steamy
Slow Burn series with this second book—a twisting tale featuring a
strong yet vulnerable heroine in danger and the sexy alpha hero who
must save her. Abandoned as a baby to a young wealthy couple and
raised in a world of privilege, Arial has no hint of her past or who she
belonged to. Her only link lies in the one thing that sets her apart from
everyone else—telekinetic powers. Protected by her adoptive parents and
hidden from the public to keep her gift secret, Ari is raised in the lap of
luxury, and isolation. That is, until someone begins threatening her life.
Beau Devereaux is no stranger to the strange. As the head of Deveraux
Security, he’s more than familiar with the realities of physic powers. So
when a family friend approaches him about protecting his daughter, he’s
more than ready to jump on board. What Beau isn’t prepared for is the
extent of his attraction to his beautiful and powerful client. What began
as a simple assignment, just another job, quickly turns personal as Beau
discovers he’ll do anything at all to protect Ari. Even if it costs him his
life.
Over the Edge - Meredith Wild 2016-11-22
Editorial Reviews "The third book in Wild’s Bridge series is a fantastic
read, certain to woo new readers and satiate her returning fans. Over the
Edge checks off all the boxes: it’s emotional, intense and extremely sexy.
Wild taps into an often thought of as taboo fantasy — one woman sharing
two men — and makes it a possibility, allowing the reader to live
vicariously through the main character. While this is part of the Bridge
series, it’s also effective as a standalone novel." -RT Book Reviews
"Sinful, emotional, explosive, profound...this is all the best we know and
love from Meredith Wild, cranked to an epic Level 11. You will not be
able to put it down." -USA Today Bestselling Author Angel Payne
"Scorching hot ménage? Check. A romance that will pull at your
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heartstrings? Check. A story that will stay with you long after you’ve
finished it? Check. What more can I say? I simply loved it." -NYT
Bestselling Author Sawyer Bennett "Just when you thought Meredith
Wild had delivered the hottest, steamiest scenes in the romance world,
she turns it up. Over the Edge will leave you wondering how you ever
lived without men like Ian and Will in your bed. At the same time. Man. I
wished I was Olivia." -USA Today Bestselling Author CD Reiss "An
intriguing, sexy story about unexpected love and balancing others'
expectations against your heart" -NYT Bestselling Author Shayla Black
"Emotionally charged. Sexy. Forbidden. You won’t be able to put Over
the Edge down." -Heidi McLaughlin, NYT Bestselling Author "Intensely
sexy and deeply romantic, Over The Edge is more than just a scorching
hot menage story -- it's about a captivating love that you can't help but
root for." -Lauren Blakely, NYT Bestselling Author "Meredith Wild
delivers yet again with another sizzling romance where sharing takes on
a whole new meaning... " -Sarah Robinson, bestselling author of the
Kavanagh Legends series "Meredith Wild creates the perfect ménage for
her fans: scorching sex, unexpected love, and a happily ever after sure to
please romance fans long after they've closed the cover on Ian, Olivia,
and Will." -Madhuri Pavamani "Meredith Wild has totally turned up the
heat... An all out 5-star read full of hotness, sex appeal, emotional gutwrenching feels, and moral dilemmas throughout!" -Two Girls Who Love
Books "#1 New York Times bestselling author Meredith Wild, turns up
the heat to scorching with the third book in the Bridge series. Sinfully
sexy with a ménage romance, everyone will love Liv, Will and Ian’s
story." -Vilma's Book Blog "The heat is on! Meredith Wild really turns it
up with this sizzling, beautifully written menage story. Two sexy,
captivating men and one strong, determined heroine. I loved Meredith's
Hacker Series and this is just as good and at times even hotter. All I can
say is WOW!" -Nelle L'Amour, NYT Bestselling Author of the THAT MAN
TRILOGY. "Meredith Wild ends the series with such a gem." -Heroes &
Heartbreakers "One of the hottest books I've ever read." -Book Boyfriend
Addict "Erotic and unexpectedly tender..." -Kirkus Reviews "I was hooked
from the start! Over The Edge was sexy as hell with a love story I never
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saw coming." -Nina Levine, USA Today Bestselling Author "My fingers
are still virtually scorched from scrolling the pages of this smoking hot
book." -Smut Book Junkie Book Reviews Synopsis Olivia Bridge has
always been a good girl—good grades, good friends, and a good job that
her wealthy parents handed her. Desperate to carve out a life that is
truly hers, Liv walks away from it all and takes on the challenge of
helping her brothers open a chain of fitness centers in New York City.
Just as she’s beginning to find her footing in a new place, she’s caught
between two men who couldn’t be more determined to turn all her
goodness inside out. Will Donovan has the capital to make the Bridge
brothers’ entrepreneurial dreams a reality. Taking their uptight sister to
bed seems a reasonable perk for the risk. Liv is the smartest, sexiest
prude Will’s ever met, and he can’t wait to break her down. Life is too
short for Ian Savo to play by anyone’s rules. Sharing women with his
friend isn’t anything new, so when Will introduces him to Liv, he can’t
wait to get a taste. But falling for the same girl, or falling at all, was
never in the plans...
His Hacker - Allyson Lindt 2019-04-04
What happens in Vegas... Can break hearts and destroy careers. Years
ago, heartbreak corrupted Jared Tippins’s outlook on love. He spun the
betrayal into a rapid climb up the corporate ladder, and swore off any
relationship with a morning after. Luckily, the playful siren who rescues
him from singing a duet alone in a karaoke bar doesn’t want anything
long term. If only he could stop fantasizing about ways to make her
moan. Sure, she could’ve mentioned he works for the competition. At
least she’s not behind the security concerns that have plagued his
company for almost six months. If she were, he’d be screwed on a whole
new level. Mikki Elford is determined to have the fun she missed out on
when she fast-tracked her way through college. But school had its
upside, too. She’s qualified to legally hack corporate networks. Best job
ever. She also gained an appreciation for the legends in computing —
Gates, Jobs, and Tippins. When she meets Jared Tippins and realizes he’s
sexy and fluent in programming languages older than she is, no
consequence will dissuade her from an impromptu fling. Fortunately, he
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doesn’t mind that six months ago she compromised his network to land
her job. Oh, crap. He doesn't know. Publisher's Note: This book was
previously released as Breaching His Defenses (Love Hack Book 1) and
has been heavily edited for this re-release. Other Books By Allyson Lindt
Valkyrie's Legacy Series (Urban Fantasy) Valkyrie Reborn Valkyrie
Hunted Valkyrie Concealed Valkyrie Crowned Three Player Co-op
(Ménage Romance) Looking For It Waiting For It Asking For It Running
For It Fighting For It Game for Cookies Series (Ménage Romance)
Seduction Games Control Games Two Plus One (Ménage Romance) Their
Nerd Their Matchmaker 3d20 Series (Ménage Romance) Roll Against
Trust Roll Against Regret Roll Against Discovery Roll Against Betrayal
Subscribe, Live, Love Series (Ménage Romance) Red Hunted Red
Consumed Beauty Claimed Beauty Awakened Ubiquity Series (Urban
Fantasy Reverse Harem) Seductive Soul Soul Reaper Soul Betrayer
Truth's Harem Series (Urban Fantasy Reverse Harem) Fate's Illusion
Innovation's Muse Apathy's Hero Ridden Hard (M/F Contemporary
Romance) Hard Flip Hard Pack Riding the Wave Drive Me Wild Love
Equation (Contemporary Romance) Rival Charmed by the Geeks Regret
Restraint Love Games (M/F Contemporary Romance) His Reputation Her
Airman His Cosplayer Love Hack (M/F Contemporary Romance) His
Hacker His Infatuation Her Surrender Hacking Wonderland (Suspense)
Reagan through the Looking Glass The Hatter and the Hare Painting the
Roses Red Reigning Hearts Null Equation (Dystopian Romance) Over
Exposed Over Stimulated Over Shared Stand Alone Titles Seeking More
(M/F New Adult Romance) Destined for Temptation (Paranormal
Romance)
The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress - Robert A. Heinlein 1997-06-15
A one-armed computer technician, a radical blonde bombshell, an aging
academic, and a sentient all-knowing computer lead the lunar population
in a revolution against Earth's colonial rule
Cross Waves - Amanda Uhl 2020-10-19
She can kill with a thought. Gifted with an explosive psychic talent,
Geneva Ericksen can't risk letting Rolf Jorgensen in her life. If she does,
she might accidentally kill him. But when Rolf's sister goes missing,
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Geneva and her extraordinary abilities may be his only hope to find
her.He's hiding a deadly secret.Rolf's not about to let Geneva slip away
from him, even if it means protecting her from his dark gift. As Rolf and
Geneva trail his sister, they soon uncover a life-threatening plot:
someone is attempting? to profit from stealing and trapping their power
in crystals. To outsmart the enemy, it will take all their combined
strength. But can they trust each other enough to survive?
Fate of Storms - Meredith Wild 2021-05-04
A stolen destiny. An impossible quest. Kara Valari has broken one of the
underworld’s highest laws and is serving the ultimate sentence. But
nothing—not even the impossible quest of breaching the boundaries of
hell and facing off with Hades himself—will keep Maximus Kane from
rescuing her. The journey will demand all of Maximus’s courage…and
help from an unlikely guide. Driven by love, he sets off into a dark realm
he only knows from the tattered pages of Dante’s Comedy. In hell’s bleak
world, every part of Kara’s soul is subjected to Hades’s morbid
fascination and merciless assault. Giving in to his demands means
sharing the intimate details of why she dared to disobey him—a love for
Maximus that, even now, burns on in her heart. Just when Kara resolves
herself to an eternity of her nightmare, she discovers a glimmer of
hope…a way to glimpse her beloved. Could her visions of Maximus unite
them once more, or are they just another twisted punishment for her in a
kingdom designed for agony? In those fleeting moments of light and
passion, Kara rekindles her fight to survive. Darkness may still separate
her from Maximus, but they’re connected by fate. But can their love
survive this storm?
How to Hack a Hacker - Aj Sherwood 2020-07-29
Staying away is Kyou's number one rule when it comes to protecting the
sexy real-estate developer.Kyou has a routine. A system. He guards
Brannigan Genovese, hacks for his family of choice, and drinks far too
much caffeine for any living being. Only a few things can completely
disrupt his routine to cause him trouble: -Brannigan buying up real
estate from the Irish Mob-Kyou's band of brothers figuring out who
Brannigan actually is-Ivan-Feelings for one Brannigan Genovese Oddly
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enough, it's the feelings that get Kyou in the most trouble. Because when
Brannigan is in danger, Kyou ignores all his brain's protestations and
breaks every rule he has to save the man, including his number one. And
damn the consequences. Tags: It's not stalking (totally stalking), sleep is
for the weak, coffee IS food, running-from-the-mob meet cute, Brannigan
does stupid stuff to make Kyou call him, Kyou is utterly done, pansexual
character, band of brothers, anxiety, family of choice, emotional growth,
so simple a ten-year-old can do it, no really it's not that hard, Kyou
peopled last week, meddling, so much meddling, Irish Mobsters were
hurt in the making of this book, Ivan's actually serious for once, yes the
world almost ended
Dark Age - Pierce Brown 2019-07-30
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The bestselling author of Morning
Star returns to the Red Rising universe with the thrilling sequel to Iron
Gold. “Brown’s plots are like a depth charge of nitromethane dropped in
a bucket of gasoline. His pacing is 100% him standing over it all with a lit
match and a smile, waiting for us to dare him to drop it.”—NPR (Best
Books of the Year) He broke the chains. Then he broke the world…. A
decade ago Darrow led a revolution, and laid the foundations for a new
world. Now he’s an outlaw. Cast out of the very Republic he founded,
with half his fleet destroyed, he wages a rogue war on Mercury.
Outnumbered and outgunned, is he still the hero who broke the chains?
Or will he become the very evil he fought to destroy? In his darkening
shadow, a new hero rises. Lysander au Lune, the displaced heir to the
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old empire, has returned to bridge the divide between the Golds of the
Rim and Core. If united, their combined might may prove fatal to the
fledgling Republic. On Luna, the embattled Sovereign of the Republic,
Virginia au Augustus, fights to preserve her precious demokracy and her
exiled husband. But one may cost her the other, and her son is not yet
returned. Abducted by enemy agents, Pax au Augustus must trust in a
Gray thief, Ephraim, for his salvation. Far across the void, Lyria, a Red
refugee accused of treason, makes a desperate bid for freedom with the
help of two unlikely new allies. Fear dims the hopes of the Rising, and as
power is seized, lost, and reclaimed, the worlds spin on and on toward a
new Dark Age. Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED
RISING • GOLDEN SON • MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE
Mastery - George Leonard 1992-02-01
Drawing on Zen philosophy and his expertise in the martial art of aikido,
bestselling author George Leonard shows how the process of mastery
can help us attain a higher level of excellence and a deeper sense of
satisfaction and fulfillment in our daily lives. Whether you're seeking to
improve your career or your intimate relationships, increase self-esteem
or create harmony within yourself, this inspiring prescriptive guide will
help you master anything you choose and achieve success in all areas of
your life. In Mastery, you'll discover: • The 5 Essential Keys to Mastery •
Tools for Mastery • How to Master Your Athletic Potential • The 3
Personality Types That Are Obstacles to Mastery • How to Avoid Pitfalls
Along the Path • and more...
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